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The Chemical Engineering academic plan provides students with a versatile engineering experience based on fundamental sciences, mathematics, and engineering science, combined with engineering design. Students may elect to pursue the Chemical Process Engineering Sub-plan (CHE1) or the Bioengineering - Biochemical, Biomedical, Bioenvironmental Sub-plan (CHE2). In addition to the technical content of the plan, students are introduced to business skills (engineering communication and ethics, innovation and entrepreneurship, process economics and project management) and acquire laboratory experience in state-of-the-art facilities. Group-based design projects are offered throughout the design spine. In their fourth year students select client-based industrial consulting projects, or research projects under the supervision of academic staff or professional engineers. All students have access to a computing facility, equipped with software programs and simulators.

Ancillary Fees

Chemical Engineering and Engineering Chemistry students may be required to pay ancillary fees for course related learning materials, safety equipment and field trips.